FRIDAY 15TH FEBRUARY 2013
CHARLES DARWIN HOUSE CONFERENCE CENTRE, LONDON

‘CORONERS TOXICOLOGY – ACCURATE MASS TO ACCURATE EVIDENCE’

Sponsored by

PROGRAMME

12:30 – 13:15 LUNCH

13:15 – 13:45 ‘Beyond the standard opiate o/d. What pathologists do and want when tackling the less common ?toxic deaths’
Professor Sebastian Lucas, Pathologist, St Thomas' Hospital, London

13:45 – 14:15 ‘The role of UKAS in assuring the quality of the service’
Helen Vangikar, Independent Technical Assessor, United Kingdom Accreditation Service (UKAS)

Professor Atholl Johnston, ASI Ltd, St George’s University of London

14:45 – 15:15 TEA

15:15 – 15:45 ‘Interpretation aspects of Forensic and Clinical Toxicology’
Professor Robin Braithwaite, King’s College London

15:45 – 16:15 ‘The Role of H.M. Coroner’
Dr Roy Palmer, HM Coroner for South London

16:15 – 17:00 BUSINESS MEETING & EGM

Please could all Committee members arrive at 10:30 am for an Executive Committee meeting.